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School of Metaphysics

The ideal of the School of
Metaphysics......To aid any
individual, willing to put
forth the eﬀort, to become a
whole functioning Self, not
dependent on any person,
place or thing for peace,
contentment and security.
The purpose of the School
of Metaphysics....To
accelerate the evolution of
humanity by ushering in
Intuitive, Spiritual Man.

Vibrations

A Monthly Newsletter

Vol. 46, No. 07

A picture story of all student weekend in May 2016

The activity of the School of
Metaphysics is Teaching
Teachers.

Our President, Dr. Christine Spretnajak, open the weekend by giving everyone present the challenge of hugging 60 plus people.
This was a follow up from a class that Dr. Barbara O’Guinn Condron taught the month before.

People gathered together in a dancing circle and to throw a little
frisbee as the sun went down in the sky.
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All of our meals were
prepared outdoors, eaten
outdoors as well as the
clean up happened outside
in our beautiful wooded area
we call the campsite.

Saturday there were multiple work crews where students could give their Love and Light.

Sunday morning we all gathered around the Peace Pole to witness the students who were receiving their certificates.
Students from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd cycle of lessons received their certificates. Mavis Curry received her teaching
certificate as well.
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Kansas City
The World of Dreams – Dream Awareness Month Experiences in Kansas City
by Codie Lea Schumann

This year, I joyfully accepted the Dream Awareness
Coordinator position. I was clear with a vision and
desire to create a joyful Dream Hotline. Aneta and I
were both zealous about the hotline after the dream
coordinator training. We excitedly got to work on
creating events, workshops, and engaged in
community outreach to gain momentum for the
weekend. We created new and exciting events like a
Dream Catcher Creation craft event, Dream Bingo
for kids, and my favorite, Dream Symbol Scavenger
Hunt on the Plaza. Once our dream vision was in
place we began to enthusiastically share it with
everyone in the School. I soon learned that my level
of excitement would have to enthuse the group,
because we were not all on the same page. This is
where one of my first lessons came into play. “You
mean everyone else doesn’t think like me!?” I
learned the importance of reaching out to everyone,
and cultivating my vision with the help of everyone.
This helped others to feel both invested and excited.
Each event turned out a success in its own way. Some did not entirely happen, but there was a lesson to be
learned from it. Many of the students took part in leading diﬀerent events or lectures. It was one of the best ways
we all had a hand in upholding the common vision. We created both education and fun in every event we could,
with joy being our main purpose, as well as building community. We wanted to invite the community to know who
we were as a school in fun and unique ways. This was all done with an incredible team of 7 students.
This brings me to my next lesson, the lesson of re-evaluation. A part of Aneta’s and my vision had included one
event a week, with the final week leading up to the Hotline having one event each day. We also envisioned more
students since I was starting a new class. But when it became clear that it truly was just going to be the 7 of us, it
was necessary to look at the number of events leading up to Hotline and how that may impact all of us on the
weekend of the Hotline.
National Dream Hotline® is a big deal, and it should be the focus, so it was important to allow it to be the focus.
Between all the events leading up, and doing a Barnes and Noble Book Fair the same weekend as the Hotline, we
all were a little taxed. At this point, for myself, this was my mirror moment, where the events and all the
excitement leading up, created a bit of exhaustion come “game day” or “Hotline Weekend”. This was a direct
reflection of how I create my own life. I have big goals and dreams, I go after a lot, and often it is all at once, so by
the time I succeed, I am standing at the finish line exhausted from my own creation. The Dream Awareness Month
taught me the value in re-evaluation without assigning failure, the need to rest and relationship it has with our
ability to receive, and that ease and joy can be a part of any creation, as long as that is the intention one begins
each day with.
We all did an amazing job, we all had fun, which to me created a huge success. Not to mention we almost
quadrupled our number of dreams interpreted from the year before. I could not have done Dream Awareness
Hotline without my amazing School and everyone’s involvement. And it ultimately taught me, it is not the number
of students in your school, it is the quality and heart of the students you have that can create amazing things. •
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Palatine
JOURNEY TO THE COLLEGE
by Alexander M. Oleksiuk
th

nd

May 20 -22 seemed to arrive quickly this year, bringing us All Student Weekend at the College. This year, most
of our Thursday night students at Palatine decided to make the trip, led by our director Sandy Leitner along with
teachers Zack Busch, Jim Hegarty and Mike Moﬀa.
We departed in the early morning hours, the sun a fresh sliver in the sky; the dawning day casting its light
upon our journey. Splitting in three cars, our caravan left the familiar grounds of Palatine and ventured forth.
Though my body was tired from a night of little sleep, I drove onward, bolstered by the fellowship of my fellow
students as we zoomed across the highways of Illinois and Missouri, past cities and truck-stops, malls and private
caves. Soon we could see lush and rugged hills spreading around us, the temperature gradually becoming
warmer as we drew closer to the college. Soon we were upon the grounds, across a pleasantly rushing river and
into pastoral farmland surrounded by thick forest and verdant valleys.
The College of Metaphysics greeted us with warmth and comradery. We met with more than a hundred other
students from across the country, discussing dreams, ideals and the nature of reality while we ate. We slept in
tents on the outskirts of the forest, the symbolic manifestations of the subconscious all around us—the distant
cries and chortlings of beasts reminding us that the primal and habitual world of instinct is never far away, even as
we seek to master our consciousness.
On the first night we met under the rounded white walls of the Peace Dome, listening intently as Dr. Barbara and
Dr. Daniel oﬀered intuitive reports. The same magnificent building would later feature our closing ceremony—a
laying of mosaic tiles where we placed our greatest thoughts of peace. In between, our time was filled with wise
discourse, humble service and a bit of fun. We ate together, worked together, watched the panoramic view from
the rocky bluﬀ and swam in the nearby river. Sunday came and we observed the graduation ceremony, listening
as dozens of students, clad in robes, celebrated the completion of lessons.
After a final lunch and a quick round of Karma Yoga to clean up, we departed—muscles aching, but thoughts
invigorated. For many among us, this was our first trip to the College. To be sure, we all left with our own
impressions, our own ideas of what the School of Metaphysics is, should or should not be. As for myself, I’ve
come away with a more complete understanding of the SOM, a sense of community, of shared experience, of
wisdom within humility.
Now back at the Palatine branch, we are putting heightened focus on our day-to-day activities. Zack Busch has
recently moved into the school and with the help of his student Rita has planted a garden. Once again, life is
flourishing within and without, the new resident becoming like a beating heart for our school, while the gardens
outside provide the symbolic knowledge that can sustain our inner selves. As well, Mike Moﬀa has started a new
st

1 Cycle class, with students willing and eager to learn. The building itself is even seeing some new growth, as
we’ve had a former student use his contractor expertise to repaint the front steps and fix some siding. Finally,
we’ve established a relationship with “Home of the Sparrow”, a local women’s
shelter, allowing us another opportunity to share the abundance of our 10 fold
donations with the community. Overall, this month has been one of growth

and renewal, and we look forward to what the summer brings. •

Chicago
Grateful for the Open and Loving Hearts
by Emily Knox

May has been a month of generosity! For the past few months, our school branch had
experienced some lack in the area of finances. As the director, this is an uncomfortable
feeling which stimulated me to push outside my comfort zone and ask for help. On
Monday, May 9th, Kim Knapp and I spoke to the students on break about the financial state of our
school branch. We taught the importance of influence and participation. This was an intense few
moments that led to a loving and heart felt release of gratitude for what we do have. As a student in
the School of Metaphysics, I have learned the power of people. The School is not a building, or a
place; it is a group of individuals dedicated to knowing the Self. On Tuesday morning, one of our
Year of Divinity
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students gave a generous donation that created a huge shift in my thinking. This act took my breath away and
was received with much gratitude! It is this generosity that reminded me that the Universe gives us exactly
what we need. It is true that the energy we expel will return back to us 10 or 100 or 1,000 fold. THANK YOU!
THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
On May 15th, our school branch was flooded in light, love, joy, and smiles. We hosted two class fundraisers that
brought in over $400.00! In the morning and afternoon, our eldest class, studying lesson 17, hosted a beautiful
yard sale. Lisa Stefaniak, George Tuballes, Alex Chrabaszcz, and Jerry (Jai) Joseph prepared the space and
aided in the release of the parts of Self that we no longer needed. Throughout this class project, the overlaying
theme was the learning of clear communication. This was the class’s third group consciousness project and
their best one yet! We are excited to create another yard sale together later on in the summer months.
In the evening, our class studying lesson 8, Richie Fischer, and Michael Martinez hosted the most welcoming
and loving Dream Bingo! The school was full of gorgeous souls open to learning. The presence I experienced
with both Richie and Michael was inviting and calm. There was lots of laughter in the school this evening,
which allowed for relaxation. This was the class’s very first group consciousness project and it was
magnificent! Lots more to come!
Sunday, May 29th, we had our monthly SIR gathering where Richie Fischer learned how to lead the meeting! I
am excited to be teaching Richie this lab position; Richie’s kind heart and insight will lend an open heart to
anyone attending this meeting. We listened to Past Life Profiles on this evening and shared a very intimate and
open discussion with students and friends from our community! I have always enjoyed SIR Gatherings
because a space is created to give and receive truth about our own spiritual journey.
I see and feel lots of expansion and love within these next couple months! •

Urbana
In-breath and out-breath
by Diana Kenney

Urbana welcomes two new teachers, Teddy Lerch and Lucenda Barnes. Of
the 14 people who responded to Teddy’s call, he received 6 dedicated
students. One of whom, Gino, has already transferred to the Palatine
Branch. Urbana welcomes Sara, Daniel, Natan, Kayden, and Paula.
Lucenda Barnes will begin teaching her first class starting on June 23rd. We
are grateful for the opportunity to continue to serve the Urbana community
and our students there as we wind down operations in Urbana.
Urbana students are also continuing the tradition of maintaining a beautiful
backyard garden and many of the herbs planted are already being used to
make delicious salads and savory meals.
We cleaned out much of the basement with a yard sale over Memorial Day
weekend. We received about $286.00 from the sale. One of the students,
Roberta, has a second hand store and the items that were not sold, did not return to the basement, but went
on to serve her non-profit community service organization.
We will also be serving the community by having Sunday spiritual gatherings where we discuss the tenets of
the Interfaith Community of Metaphysics.
In love and gratitude, Diana Kenney •
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Maplewood

Maplewood on the Move
by Joe and Linda Pecaut

!

The Maplewood Director, Corinne Crabtree, addressed a room of over 25 Maplewood students last week. Danny
Hallam, the St. Charles Director in training and several students also joined us.
Corinne shared her vision for us. The ideal is Expansion through Integration. The goal is 100 active students. The
purpose is Liberation. The activity is being comfortable with being uncomfortable. Her message and
encouragement was well received. Many stepped forward to assist with lab positions. Reviving the garden was
enthusiastically supported.
Genevieve Markowski and Joe Bill created a fun-filled evening of Karma Karaoke. Songs were sung then
interpreted with Universal Language of Mind. Very cool! Of course, food was involved – a Maplewood tradition!
Nicki Keonen recently started teaching her first new class and is thoroughly enjoying herself! Trevor Hill is very
excited to start his first new class on Monday, June 20th! We’re all very excited to receive more wonderful souls
in Maplewood eager to begin their journey of Self discovery.
We were very proud to have two classes graduate from Cycle One at the All Student Weekend in May. Danny
Hallam, Nicki Koenen and Trevor Hill graduated with Cassie Ambuehl as their teacher. Andrew Tansil, Genevieve
Markowski, Nichole Turner, Courtney Delaria, Blake Boyer, Sezin Sirin, Danielle Wheat and Candice Budzinski
graduated with Corinne Crabtree as their teacher. Many of these students have decided to enter the second
cycle and become teachers! •
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Columbia

News from Columbia
by Doug Bannister

!

The Columbia School of Metaphysics is hosting weekly lectures. Dr. Terry Martin is giving a lecture Friday, June
24th titled Discovering Atlantis. This is leading to new classes starting this month.
Along with the weekly lectures, James Burns is leading Sunday night meditations. James is also hosting a
movie night with a showing of 2001 Space Odyssey.
Rebecah Anglin and Dee Featherstone joined eﬀorts in beautification of the front of the building with
landscaping. Potted plants now line the walkway from the north and south to the front door of the building.
Dinorah Lugo shared her knowledge of astrology in a lecture and will be oﬀering a 4 week short course as a
follow-up.

Des Moines

Universal Laws Applied at the Iowa Metaphysics fair
by Vivienne Woodson

On June 4th and 5th the students and the teachers of the Des Moines branch of SOM participated in the 27th
annual Metaphysical Fair. Our theme was “What you think about, comes about.” Our ideal was “Experiencing
the
playful application of Universal Laws” and the purpose was to learn to apply the Universal Laws
in every day life through the activity of raising public awareness of the classes and service
oﬀered by SOM.
The students oﬀers free dream interpretation and shared the benefits they had
received from the classes, including the 10 week dream class taught earlier by Cathy
Simpson. We also had a free book raﬄe and received over 300 inquiries from fair
attendees. Over 240 of these agreed to be added to our email list and database. We
were able to build upon last year’s experience and upgraded our presence with
whiteboards announcing our two Dream Interpretation lectures given at the fair; two
banners highlighting the school services (graciously loaned by Palatine branch - many
thanks) and a new conference table covering.
To aid in the overall presence and success of the fair, every student in the school signed up and participated,
wearing our beautiful blue t-shirts, the design created by the Maplewood branch. The organization and
planning of the fair participation was led by Vivienne. Our participation included providing joyful service to
the sponsors of the fair. We aided in setting up the center “rain forest” as well as directing and assisting
other vendors as they arrived. We were recognized the second day of the fair for our cheerful and timely
service to all vendors and participants. We manifested many experiences with our individual Ideals from
Manifesting Prosperity and Abundance, Law of
Attraction, Proper Perspective, Law of Relativity and
more. We even attracted the participation of youngest
dream catchers, Henry and Sam. Both young men
fascinated our visitors with their understanding of
dreams and universal language of mind. Everyone
enjoyed practicing Applied Metaphysics and building a
deeper understanding of Universal Laws. •
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Louisville
What Is Valuable?
By Charlotte Crabaugh

In April the Board of Directors voted to close the Louisville School Branch. A ‘For Sale’ sign appeared in our
front yard. People began to call and come by to see the building. The director and area director had left, and
also most of the students. I, the remaining teacher/director-in-training, had not yet drawn any new students.
At the All Student Weekend in May I presented the Respondere certificate to Sean Kodama. I am grateful for
the opportunity I had to finish teaching Sean the last few lessons in the first cycle after his teacher, Jesse left.
Sean shows great promise and has given some consideration to continuing second cycle and even coming to
the College as a student. My joy in this event was tinged with the sadness of thinking that he may be the last
student from the Louisville branch to complete the first cycle.
My first response to the prospect of closing was a feeling of defeat. For awhile I wallowed in regret, shame,
blame, and other negative, unproductive reactions. Then I began to look for the learning for myself in this
situation. In conversations with Divine Friends and teachers, a positive response emerged. While I could
regret the failure of those of us who were leaders, there is no failure except the failure to learn. I decided that
the only proper response was to proceed positively from the present reality rather than mull over ‘should
haves’ and regrets. I decided to return my attention to what I had come here to do; teach. This is what I find
valuable.
One of the things I had set into motion a few months ago was to have a booth at an annual event called ‘The
Mighty Kindness Hoot’. It is an earth-friendly, compassion and human-kindness sort of gathering. The
Kindness I oﬀered was dream interpretation. However, now I needed help.
I also decided to set a date for starting a new class and proceed to do what I came to do – to teach the
knowledge and skills that have transformed my life and many others. If a student only receives a few of the
lessons they will benefit and be changed in a positive way. The day after writing ‘New Class’ on the calendar
for June 15 a man came by the school to ask about classes. He had not called ahead, and I had not yet even
put up a single flyer. I had simply made the resolve. The next day a woman called to ask about classes. Her
name is the second one on the class list. I proclaimed to the four walls, “This stuﬀ works!” (def. stuﬀ:
metaphysics/ thought is cause, etc.) Now I had energy and motivation to put into the flyers I began to post
wherever I went
I piled the table, tent from the basement, chairs, books to sell and all the things needed for a booth into my
car. At the Mighty Kindness Hoot there was a Mighty Kind Krew to help me unload and set up the tent. The
organizers remembered the School of Metaphysics from previous years and marveled that I was there alone.
I had a great day visiting many people who came by for water and dream interpretation. Former SOM
students dropped by to visit and oﬀer support. Terrance LaMont was even present via text messaging to
check in on how I was doing. I was not alone. At the end of the day I had twelve names on the new class list,
sold 50 dollars worth of books, and interpreted a few dreams. Most importantly, I knew I had done the best I
could do and felt anticipation for the class that was forming.
Two days before the day the class started I called or emailed every name on the list. The night of the class
five new students came for registration night. I told them that whether they receive only a few lessons or
complete the entire first cycle or beyond, they will have tools that will help them transform their lives. I am at
peace. I will continue to teach these and any other students that may appear at the Louisville School. I have
done the best I know, and I have responded to my dharma, Resolve: the determination to produce what this
one finds valuable. •
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Springfield
Cycles
By Kera Everett

We continue every Monday to learn a lot about the new moon and full moon in relation to astrology and what
we should focus on each month within ourselves. Then we have a twenty minute meditation as a group
afterwards. These evenings attract new people every time, creating a great energy for the group.
Devon led our movie night, discussing “Inside Out”. It was a great pick to help us explore emotions, in a fun
way. Many students and Devon’s kids had some unique perspectives on what they learned from the movie.
We are always amazed by how much we can accomplish as a group in Karma Yoga and how much better the
school feels after just 15 minutes of attention.
I am learning how a few key monthly events can really draw people in, whether students or newcomers.
Having bi-monthly meditations, monthly karma yoga, a movie night, and a SIR gathering is a great rotation
to keep a cycle going in our school.•

Dallas
Directing the Ship
By: Emily Ashley

Om Nama Shivaya is a Hindu mantra that means:
Infinite Energy, Infinite Manifestation and Infinite
Being. In Dallas, we are striving to align with Om
Nama Shivaya and it is showing in the position of
Director!
For several months I have been looking for a
Director for the Dallas branch. I moved into the
position of Field Director and needed a Director to
really fulfill my own position. After a conversation
with my teacher, Dr. Laurel Clark, I was able to
recognize the perfect person to ask: Jamie
Metzenberg, a second cycle student I am teaching. Jamie is a social worker by trade and has an incredibly
big heart for helping and empowering others. She also loves the School of Metaphysics and everything she
has learned and applied in her life. After talking with Jamie, she gladly accepted. Even with a little hesitation
she replied, “I’ve always done well by just being thrown in.” As her teacher, I really appreciated hearing this
from Jamie. She displayed a great deal of trust, courage and determination to grow.
Over the past weeks I have had a lot of fulfillment working with Jamie to train her to become the Director. I
am seeing how important it is to have great expectations, positive intentions and a lot of love and truth to
oﬀer along the way to any new endeavor. One thing I have learned through my study in the S.O.M. is the need
for a vehicle to express our learning. For me personally, Directing a school branch gave me SO many valuable
experiences to learn and grow. I became more directed with my attention, more loving towards others and
myself, and more whole in my thinking and being in life. The vehicle of Director gave me the space to learn
about my own strengths and to claim my Self in ways I never thought possible, yet deep down I really wanted
to draw out of myself. I am so thrilled that Jamie is choosing this path. I already see positive changes in her
including greater levels of responsibility, inclusiveness, love and attention on her part. It is a true joy to watch
others grow in the very ways they have been yearning to grow. She is becoming calmer, less reactive, more
still and mature in her thinking. For any of you considering this position take all of this into consideration, for
it is a most growthful journey for those who are willing.
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THIS SUMMER.....
Dr. Karen Mosby, creator of the Super Conscious Healing
Power Course, will be traveling to your cities on Sundays to
talk with all students - Directors, Healing Class directors,
students that attend healing class, teachers, and all students
who want to know more about healing.
She will answer YOUR questions about:
* Healing Class - Why attend healing class?
* Healing projection in Lesson 8 of the first cycle of lessons
* The Accessing Your Super-Conscious Healing Power Class
* Health Analysis - How to aid your students on the path to
wholeness.
* Attend Healing Class at 7:30 pm (For students who are
eligible)
The schedule is being set up now.
July 26th - Chicago, Palatine and Bolingbrook, Illinois
July 3rd - Tulsa, Oklahoma
July 10th - Des Moines, Iowa
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Abundance of Dream-Related Resources
by Aneta Baranek - the National Dream Awareness Coordinator

Now that we have completed the National Dream Hotline® and completed teaching the Introduction to
Dream Interpretation course there might be a void that we all experience with where to focus our attention
when it comes to dreams. With so much eﬀort and dedication given to dream awareness in the past months
we all might be asking “what’s next?”
The great news is that just like our dream life, the education on dreams and dream interpretation may easily
continue throughout the rest of the year and beyond. As every dream is an opportunity to understand ourselves
better, so is every day an opportunity to educate ourselves more about dreams.
Throughout the 40 years of dream research the School of Metaphysics has developed quite a few tools to
facilitate dream education. It is important for all of us to be familiar with the myriad of resources that exist at
our fingertips so that we can enrich ourselves and others on the value of dreams and dream interpretation.
Here is a list of our top 10 resources:
1.Redesigned dreamschool.org website.
The dreamschool.org website is rich with content. You can use it as a tool for learning how
to interpret diﬀerent dreams first hand as there is a section which allows for anyone in the
world to submit their own dream for interpretation. A new full dream interpretation is
posted each week.
2. Dreamschool Scholars Program available to all active students.
This is an absolute treat! This extensive multi-tier course in dream interpretation is available for download to all
current students. It provides in depth education on the importance of dreams and dream interpretation. The
course is also available to the public at a specific cost for each level.
Note: the ten-week Introduction to Dream Interpretation course constitutes Level 1 of the Dreamschool
Scholars Program.
3. Dream Catchers and webinars
Each month we host dream webinars with guests who are experienced dreamers and certified
dream interpretation coaches. People, practically from all over the world, have a chance to
attend the webinars for free and submit their questions or dreams for interpretation. Often
times the webinars are facilitated as part of Dream Catchers meetup groups. Those meetup
groups exist to create space for all dreamers within a given area to share their dreams and
interpretation and to discuss diﬀerent approaches to utilizing dreams in the process of selfexploration.
4. Dream Bingo
This is a fun game developed by the School of Metaphysics to help educate children and adults
about dream symbols. It is an incredibly fun and educational game that works like a regular
bingo; however, instead of BINGO the bingo cards spells DREAM and all the words are
interpreted as dream symbols. You can easily create your own set of dream bingo by
downloading all the materials from the dreamschool.org website under the Resources
section.
5.Mobile apps for iPhone and Android
For only 99 cents you can download a list of all the dream symbols listed in “The Dreamer’s
Dictionary” to your own mobile phone. This handy mobile app allows you to easily lookup any
of the symbols. It is also a very easy way to introduce others to the concept of the symbolic
meaning of dreams.
6.
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1. Books
From “Intuitive Dreaming” by Dr. Laurel Clark, and “Lucid Dreaming” by Dr. Terry Martin we have seven diﬀerent
books exploring dreams and dream interpretation. Think of brining some of the books to your next community
event. There are lot of people in the public interested in finding out more about their dreams.
2. IASD = International Association for the Study of Dreams
School of Metaphysics has been in close collaboration with this international organization for
quite a while. Currently, Dr. Laurel Clark serves as the President of IASD. Each year there is
international, regional and psiberdreaming conferences held which gather dreamers from all
over the world. Go to www.asdreams.org to find out more and to become a member.
3. “Dream Insights, Inventions & Intuition”
This is a great resource. A CD recording of a lecture that Dr. Laurel Clark gave on the prolific
importance of dreams in shaping our world as we know it. The lecture delves into many
inventions and creative endeavors that were all conceived in dreams.
4. Universal Language of Mind
The beauty of learning the Universal Language of Mind is that you can then apply it not only to your dreams, but
also to your everyday life. You can start viewing your life more symbolically and therefore derive even more
meaning from it. Have you ever attempted to interpret a song or a movie in the Universal Language of Mind? If not,
you are in for great fun!
5. Dream Journals
Ask your Director to order the dream journal covers and then organize a dream journal making party. You can keep
one journal for yourself and distribute the rest to your family and friends or people that you meet randomly and
want to share what you know.
As you see there are many ways for us to continuously focus our attention on dreams and dream interpretation. I
encourage you to keep these in mind and use them. “As you give, so shall you receive.”
May your dreams illuminate the INNER YOU!
6.
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The Self
The student inquires: “Who makes my
mind think?
Who fills my body with vitality?
Who causes my tongue to speak? Who is
that
Invisible One who sees through my eyes
And hears through my ears?”
The teacher replies: “The Self is the ear of
the ear,
The eye of the eye, the mind of the mind,
The word of words, and the life of life.
Rising above the senses and the mind
And renouncing separate existence,
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The New Maitreya
Recently, I spoke with a student who is completing the 2nd cycle of
lessons. She had just “lost” half of the members of a class she was
teaching in the first cycle. The Student-Teacher had reached out to
those who failed to come to class, contacting one student several
times by phone but to no avail. The remaining students told the
Student Teacher that it was her repeated attempts to contact that
had caused that student to pull away. I asked the Student-Teacher,
“What did you teach your Self so next time you will be diﬀerent?”
This question disconnected the self-pitying feelings of loss and
reconnected this teacher to the purpose of study – mastering the
Self! This experience and others in recent times have caused me to
reflect upon the beauty of SOM study. Particularly in its activity of
“Teaching Teachers”. It is truly an example of living The New
Maitreya. See what you think.

The wise realize the deathless Self…
– from The Kena Upanishad
The ideal and purpose of the School of
Metaphysics has remained true since its
beginning in 1973. Our ideal is to aid
any individual, who is willing to put forth
the eﬀort, to become a whole,
functioning Self, not dependent upon
any person, place, or thing for peace,
contentment, and security. That
individual is you and it is me. We are
willing to do the work of the soul, to
heed the inner voice of the creator who
longs for maturing that brings forth
wisdom. To realize the Self in every
living thing is the Self within us and
thereby realize the relative nature of all
life, That is to know we are both creator
and creation. This realization is the
evolution we call Intuitive, Spiritual Man.
"
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Cycle 1 The Student
The individual begins study of Self, consciousness, and Universal Law.
The student who will master the Self is born and begins consciously
experiencing through mind and body with disciplined awareness.
The student tells.
Cycle 2 The Student-Teacher
The student builds understandings in ten essential life skills through
interaction with students in his or her care. By learning from these
interactions, the student excels exponentially. The student-teacher
explains.
Cycle 3 The Teacher
The internalized realization of the crown jewels of consciousness concentration, meditation, and visualization - frees the Self to learn
through observation. The teacher demonstrates.
Cycle 4 Teacher of Teachers
The one who lives the teaching is an example of Cosmic
Consciousness. The teacher of teachers inspires!
Year of Divinity
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Twin Verses from The Taraka Yoga of Kuan Yin

by Barbara O’Guinn Condron

√1 Commencement
The Sacred Fire is the next step in humanity’s evolution. It is the
supernatural progeny of Holy Water. This light in consciousness
is described as Intuitive, Spiritual Man. With the advent of
Information Technology and “the universe in the palm of your
hand” cell phones ‘connecting’ to the worldwide web, people
have been taught to think of their machines as intuitive. The
greater Truth is that the power of intuition is WITHIN them.
Certainly, modern technologies are a fire power.
What makes a fire sacred, is wholeness. Within each individual is
a Master Plan for the complete divining of consciousness. This is
the “seed” in verse 1. This master plan comes to fruition through
the willingness of the individual to perceive with Mind. This is
commonly called extra-sensory perception, the 6th sense.
Senses are the way we receive what the world has to oﬀer. The
five senses, the Pandu princes of the Gita, receive the outer
world. The sixth sense, Jesus’ “single eye”, receives the inner
world. For all the amazing experiences the outer world oﬀers,
they owe their existence to six inner worlds of creation. These
worlds are the essence of the creation itself. They are the
beginning and the end. These worlds are the core of SOM study.

√2 Compulsion
The Master Plan is more than a blueprint for your
maturing consciousness. It is the Holy Spirit that guides
those who entrain the mind in a singular Ideal and
Purpose. Through primordial sound, we are compelled
toward our destiny, to fulfill the reason we exist. This
disciplined purpose gives life to the plan. The irresistible
persistent impulse to perform an act is the legacy of the
Creator. In China, there are two forces in the universe:
yin is the passive, negative force, and yang the active,
positive force. Wise people detect these forces in the
seasons, in their food, in their livelihood and families,
and they regulate their lives accordingly. In Vedic
teachings, Soma is the bliss and happiness inherent in
the nature of awareness. When the mind becomes onepointed it naturally moves into a state of meditation and
samadhi – its bliss or Soma begins to naturally flow. The
seed lives within you!
Year of Divinity
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The Road to Neutrality

from the
upcoming
book
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by Barbara
O’Guinn
Condron
"
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Brenton’s odyssey begins during his Oral Boards for his Doctorate of Divinity
Thursday night. His original thesis topic was leadership. As it turned out, he says,
it evolved into an exposition on universal law and leadership. Humbly, he says,
“While writing, I realized I don’t really know much about leadership, or at least I
have a lot to learn.”
After listening to him, a single question enters my mind. “What have you learned
about following?”
The long silence paints his thoughts in the tilt of his head, a shift in his position, a
curve of his mouth.
Finally, he looks up under furrowed brow, “Following?”
I nod.
Brenton is perplexed. “I guess I haven’t learned anything about following.”
I smile. He smiles. Telepathically, we both know this is a temporary condition.
The relationship between leading and following has been a meditation for me since 2000
when I designed something I called the Mobeus Matrix for a Psi Counseling class. The
students were ready to learn the fine art of judgement. The matrix became a means for
students to understand what the Bhagavad Gita calls the gunas. These primordial forces
intertwine to weave the physical world including, of course, human consciousness.
Typically, the gunas are interpreted in a graded scale from dark, slothful heaviness
through passionate, excessive craving to intelligent, joyful, goodness. These ages old
concepts are intended to describe how we can become caught up in the highs and lows of
daily living.
A creature of Western culture, I had struggled to be free of the confines of the good
and the bad, in a field of busy indiﬀerence. I wanted to pull myself out of those pairs of
opposites. I wanted to shake the dust oﬀ my feet which said that darkness had to be bad
and that light had to be right. I wanted to understand the things that are whole, and apply
what I knew artistically is true,– that contrast brings dimension to life and that depth is
clarity.
The capacity to reach through across a veil, into and through the other side, to
cross over, to be able to extend the self to include “‘that” as well as “this” is the essence of
life itself. That’s what I wanted to explore. That’s what I wanted to know. That’s why I
studied. That’s why I taught.
This burning desire to understand the wholeness of Self invited a light into the
darkness and I was able to see the gunas more clearly. This clear light enabled me to
perceive the negative and the positive as part of something greater! “There is a light that
shines beyond all things on earth, beyond us all, beyond the heavens, beyond the highest, the
very highest heavens,” says Chandogya Upanishad. “This is the radiant light that shines in
the heart of man.”
This greater light enabled me to realize leading and following are One. In the next
72 hours, that light would do the same for Brenton.
(to be continued in the next issue)
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Vision Quest
By Tim Gagnon

What an amazing adventure. For those of you who have not attended vision quest, this event is a spiritually
focused outing into the outdoors that heightens awareness of nature and the connection of nature with Self,
guided by the reputable and highly qualified Dr. Jonathan Duerbeck and his co-organizer Hezekiah Condron. The
weekend began Friday night with visitors setting up their tents by the serenely flowing Niangua River, in a shaded
alcove located in the majestic Dream Valley. A wonderful meal over the campfire was prepared and served by
Hezekiah and afterwards we were all smudged into a spiritual circle lead by Dr. Jonathan in a focus on our
individual ideal and purpose for the weekend. We each spoke from our hearts and later that night received insight
into the unseen world of nature. This was revealed as Dr. Jonathan guided us into the valley where we stilled our
minds to receive the soft sounds. There were many wonderful nocturnal creatures sending out their mating calls
to each other, many identified by their unique sound. Later, we discovered several secrets of darkness: learning
about night vision and several natural phenomenon that create light.
The next day we embarked on an adventure along the river, pairing up in canoes. It was an exciting journey as we
navigated through narrow waters and around logs and other obstacles that presented themselves along the
journey. Frequently wildlife was sighted along the river, including many frogs, birds and fish. During our midday
stop, we discovered a comfortable area that revealed baby turtles and were able to catch them and hold them in
our hands! We took a leisurely time to appreciate a healthy lunch and enjoyed time jumping into the river from a
nearby area yards away, cheering each other on as we dared each other to join in.
The next morning we were in for a special excursion into the far-removed, unknown depths of the College of
Metaphysics deep cavern of secrets.
We journeyed into the darkness discovering stalagtites and crystal
formations, mysterious passageways and tiny pink benevolent salamanders swimming in the shallow cavern
creek. We came to a wondrous alcove where we gathered in a circle to embrace the stillness present in the cave
and seek the voice of the Inner Self.
The weekend ended with a campfire created by Dr. Jonathan with a stick and bow fashioned from leather and
wood, where we gathered around to share our insights and individual experiences from the journey. Thanks was
given to recognize the eﬀorts of those not present during the weekend --- Dr. Karen Mosby and Dr. Pam Blosser
for their support in creating meal preparation and supplies for the event.
What did I learn? I learned about stages of growth. I learned to appreciate that I have developed a level of
maturity in several areas including leadership through sharing past experiences, courage through making leaps
from great heights, exploration through cave and forest adventures. The experience brought a sense of value to
what I have to oﬀer mankind, and taught me to recognize and cherish the progress I have made in my life in areas
that I had not considered or have given credit to. I am thankful to have taken part in this journey into nature and
Self-revelation. To adventure with souls of such high-minded appreciation for life in all its forms and depth, there
is no substitute. For the privilege of taking part in such an inspiring event, I will be forever grateful. Special
thanks goes to Dr. Tad and Dr. Karen for making this event not only possible for all, but available for me. •
Year of DIVINITY
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The In-Breath and Out-Breath of God
by Karen Mosby

As I was preparing greens for supper I looked out over the large vegetable garden at the College of
Metaphysics marveling at how beautiful and green it was. We have had a
lot of rain recently and everything was really growing well. Dr. Daniel
Condron, chancellor of the college, had just brought in 3 bags of greens
from the garden - curly kale, swiss chard, spinach, and New Zealand
spinach. I was using these for supper to make greens casserole. It is a
favorite of everyone here at the college.
One of the best things about living at the college is all the fresh
produce that I get to prepare for meals. Many students have never really
considered where their food has come from outside of the grocery store
or what goes into growing and preserving food. So working in the
gardens and orchards is a real learning opportunity for them. They plant
the seeds, water and
fertilize them, pick out the
weeds, and harvest the
vegetables. This is all
done by hand. It doesn’t
take long for the students
to realize that the plants
can “talk” to them,
especially when watering
them. They also see that
giving thanks as they pick
the vegetables
encourages the plants to
continue to produce
throughout the growing
season. Through this
whole process students
learn the inner secrets of visualization and how their
‘seed thoughts’ manifest in life. I remember learning
that caring for the plants in the garden was the same as
caring for students I taught in class. They all required a
seed idea to be planted in fertile soil (idea to know the
real self), water (experience in lab positions), fertilizer to
grow (knowledge contained in lessons), weeding
(removal of attitudes that no longer served), and love
and nurturing so that lesson could be learned and
understandings built.
Students are amazed at how much better things taste
fresh from the garden. The fruits and vegetables are
picked just before they will be used in meals to preserve the
maximum life force energy and vitamins in the food. There is a
lot of fun and creativity that goes into using and preserving the
food that is produced. Many students like to help out in the
kitchen taking what they have grown and turning it into
wonderful organic meals. They also learn about canning
pickles, salsas, jams, and sauces.
As the body is nourished by sunshine, physical activity,
fresh organic meat, fruits and vegetables, and divine friendships
the student’s health starts to improve mentally, emotionally, and
physically. There is a calming of the mind as the student starts
to live in harmony with nature and the student learns that
perpetual motion is the in-breath and out-breath of God in all
creation. •
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Dr. Laurel Clark, who has been elected as the President of the
IASD will be oﬀering a presentation at this year’s IASD
conference along with Dr. Daniel Condron as well as Dr. Sheila
Benjamin,

This Dream Catchers webinar on
July 13th at 6-7 pm. will include
those who attended and
presented at the IASD
Conference in the Netherlands.
This webinar is open to the
public

On July 10th, at 5pm, Dr. Laurel Clark, author of Dharma, Finding
Your Soul’s Purpose, will be teaching on a live webinar.

Dr. Karen Mosby will be traveling to a variety of our
School branches this summer sharing her wisdom
about Superconscious Healing. Make sure that you
mark your calendar as to when she will be visiting
your city.

Year of Kindness
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School of Metaphysics Branch Locations
email to (city name)@som.org
World Headquarters • 163 Moon Valley Rd.• Windyville, Missouri 65783• (417) 345-8411
ILLINOIS
345 Manor Court • Bolingbrook, Illinois 60440 • (630) 739-1329

Missouri
103 West Broadway • Columbia, Missouri 65203 • (573) 449-8312

5021 W. Irving Park Road • Chicago, Illinois 60641 • (773) 427-0155

1033 E. Sunshine Street, Springfield, Missouri 65807• (417) 831-0955

222 West Wilson • Palatine, Illinois 60067 • (847) 991-0140
1009 E. Main Street • Urbana, illinois 61802 • (217) 344-2270

2606 Oakview Terrace • Maplewood, Missouri 63143 • (314)
645-0036

INDIANA
6138 North Hillside • Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 • (317) 251-5285

Oklahoma
908 NW 12th St • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106 • (405) 228-0506

IOWA
3715 University • Des Moines, Iowa 50311 • (515) 255-5570

429 S. Memorial •Tulsa, Oklahoma 74112 • (918) 582-8836

KANSAS
4323 Rainbow Blvd • Kansas City, Kansas 66103 • (913) 236-9292

Texas
5832 Live Oak Street • Dallas, Texas 75214 • (214) 821-5406
2839 Sandage Avenue • Fort Worth, Texas 76109 • (817) 920-9180
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